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The Third Pillar: How Markets and the State Leave the Community BehindPenguin Press, 2019

	Shortlisted for the Financial Times/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award

	

	From one of the most important economic thinkers of our time, a brilliant and far-seeing analysis of the current populist backlash against globalization.

	

	Raghuram Rajan, distinguished University of Chicago...
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Encyclopedia of India (4 Volume Set)Charles Scribner's Sons, 2005

	Home to a fifth of the world's population and the largest democracy in the world, India holds a prominent place in current events yet remains misunderstood in many ways by students, professionals and others who seek a single, authoritative source for information on this important region. The Encyclopedia of India meets this need,...
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The Rights of Public Employees, Second Edition: The Basic ACLU Guide to the Rights of Public Employees (ACLU Handbook)Southern Illinois University Press, 1993

	
		In this revised and updated edition of The Rights of Public Employees, Robert M. O’Neil broadens the focus from government employees to all public employees, emphasizing the public-service nature of the occupations and professions of such individuals. Using a question-and-answer format, O’Neil covers such topics as...
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Defenses Against the Dark Arts: The Political Education of Harry Potter and His Friends (Politics, Literature, & Film)Lexington Books, 2021

	
		As the publishing sensation of the last half-century, Harry Potter dominates early education in politics. Children, tweens, teens, and adults love it; and most students come to college knowing at least some of it. This dark fantasy analyzes politics in strikingly practical...
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The Great Inflation and Its Aftermath: The Past and Future of American AffluenceRandom House, 2008
It’s a giant gap in our history. The Great Inflation, argues award-winning columnist Robert J. Samuelson in this provocative book, was the worst domestic policy blunder of the postwar era and played a crucial role in transforming American politics, economy, and everyday life–and yet its story is hardly remembered or appreciated. In...
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The Media Teacher's BookPhilip Allan Updates, 2010

	Our students are the last generation of people who will have lived before the internet. For the next generation, there will be no concept of ‘going online’. Being always connected will be (in the developed world) everyday life. Equally, social media is increasingly competing with – or even replacing – ‘command...
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The Future of the Arab Spring: Civic Entrepreneurship in Politics, Art, and Technology StartupsButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Civic entrepreneurship lies at the heart of the Arab Spring. From the iconic image of an occupied Tahrir Square to scenes of dancing protesters in Syria and politically conscious hip hop in Tunisia, people across the Middle East and North Africa continue to collaborate and experiment their way out of years of dictatorship and political...
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Recent Trends and Developments in Social Software: International Conferences on Social SoftwareSpringer, 2010

	From its beginnings, the Internet has fostered communication, collaboration and
	networking between users. However, the first boom at the turn of the millennium
	was mainly driven by a rather one-sided interaction: e-commerce, portal sites and
	the broadcast models of mainstream media were introduced to theWeb. Over the
	last six or seven...
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Regional Governance and Policy-Making in South America (Governance, Development, and Social Inclusion in Latin America)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book analyzes Latin American regional integration with a novel conceptual approach grounded in extensive field research. Using the UNASUR (Unión de Naciones Suramericanas) as a case study, the author investigates the process of policy-making in regional public policy fields in South America. The project focuses on intergovernmental...
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Whiter Shades of Pale: The Stuff White People LikeRandom House, 2010

	HOW WHITE YOU ARE!

	 

	If you thought you had white people pegged as Oscar-party-throwing, Prius-driving, Sunday New York Times–reading, self-satisfied latte lovers—you were right. But if you thought diversity was just for other races, then hang on to your eco-friendly tote bags. Veteran white...
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Popular Culture and the State in East and Southeast Asia (Routledge Studies in Asia's Transformations)Routledge, 2011

	This volume examines the relations between popular culture production and export and the state in East and Southeast Asia including the urban centres and middle-classes of Taiwan, South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Thailand, and the Philippines. It addresses the shift in official thinking toward the role of popular...
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The Rough Guide to Costa Rica 5 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Costa Rica, the definitive companion to this peaceful destination. The full-colour section introduces Costa Rica’s highlights, from the spectacular sunsets at the Pacific coast beach of Sámara to taking a boat ride passed the luxuriant tropical vegetation and colourful wooden...
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